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On account of (the incident involving) Kamtza and
Bar Kamtza, Jerusalem was destroyed.
An alternative explanation: because of (the confusion
between the names of) Kamtza and Bar Kamtza (according
to the commentary TEKGFK QC ad loc.)
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(As for) R. H.iyya b. Yosef – (some people) gave him
money for (the purchase of) salt.
For the use of the ‘‘hanging’’ case (or ‘‘nominative
absolute’’), see G for G, pp. 255-256.
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Sometimes this Aramaic prefix serves as an
indicator of a direct object – like the word \B& in
Hebrew. It is not translated into English.

prep.

This Babylonian Aramaic prefix is usually
equivalent to the preposition NT
# (which
appears frequently in both Hebrew and
Aramaic) in all its meanings and nuances. It is
a contraction of NT
#: the ayin is replaced by alef,
whose pronunciation was similar to it in
Babylonia, and the lamed is replaced by a
strong dagesh in the first letter of the next word
(unless that letter is a guttural consonant,
which cannot take a dagesh).
This prefix is placed immediately before either
an individual word or a group of words (and
even before Hebrew words and phrases), as
illustrated in the examples below.
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This prepositional prefix must not be confused with the
initial -B that indicates either the first-person singular of
the future tense of any verb in both Aramaic and
Hebrew or the Aramaic NT
+^VB
# binyan (e.g., in Z#jE^B
# , he
mentioned).

(the bird) is sitting on the ground
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A poor man came and stood at the door
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he hurled ... our mishna against a baraitha (=he
pointed out a contradiction between them)
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Besides the basic meaning, father, this noun is
commonly used in the following senses in postBiblical Hebrew:

He stands with reference to the latter clause! (=The
amora is referring to the latter clause of the
mishna!)
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head; chief
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Yehuda b. Tabbai (was) head of the court, and
Shim’on b. Shetah. (was) nasi.
In the Sanhedrin this title was conferred upon the
h.akham who was second in rank to the nasi. See BKs
]@R.
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(the tanna) is stating (his halakha) with reference to
(the case of) ‘‘it became lost and was discovered to
be defective’’
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(As for) a fish – its weight is according to (the size
of) its belly.

because of; on account of
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